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On the day you were born, you not only gained the magic of your horoscope, you also gained the myths

and meanings of a sky full of stars. Not all the stars, just those that formed links to your natal planets via

what is called parans.  By considering the star parans in your life you will be encountering a whole new

(though very old) layer of myth and meaning to your chart. Welcome to your Stars.

Each star has a unique and wonderful pattern of visibility for any given place on earth. Some stars will be

visible for a period in the night, yet later in the year they will fail to appear and be lost to the view of

stargazers. Others will also rise or set at night, but instead of disappearing from view altogether, they will

lose touch with the horizon and spend the whole night being visible in the starry sky. Yet both these sorts

of stars will eventually return to rising or setting during the night, with each individual star doing so on a

particular date of the year. However, there is also another set of stars that do not partake of this dance and

are always visible, and never sink beneath the horizon, spending every night circling around the pole.

To the Egyptians the stars were deities and so these annual star patterns had strong religious significance.

The never setting circumpolar stars were considered to be the Immortals for these are the deities that

never died, the stars that never set.  But the stars that rose or set during the course of the year were the

deities who moved between the world of humans and the world of the Immortals, or the Underworld, the

place the stars journeyed when they disappeared from view. These were the deities who communed with

humans, the deities who were approachable and open to prayer.

Such stars would, according to their unique rhythm, reappear at set calendar dates. If they reappeared from

the Underworld, they would rise just before, or with, the rising sun and be called the Heliacal Rising Star.

This star was considered the ruling deity for a period of time until the next star in the annual cycle

re-emerged from the Underworld.  Or, if the star came back from the realm of the Immortals and once

again touched the earth, they would appear to set just before, or with, the rising sun and be called the

Heliacal Setting Star. This star can also be considered the ruling deity for a period of time until the next

star in the cycle appears to descend from the Immortal realm. So important were these times of the return

of a star that the Egyptians based their religious calendar around such events and built temples designed to

capture the returning star's light onto the altar of the deity.

Thus, there will be at least two stars that rule the period of time and place in which you were born. One

star will be the most recent to have returned from the Underworld and the other would have returned from

the realm of the Immortals. Both stars have significance for you. Occasionally more than one star can

return on the same day so some people will have more then one Heliacal Rising Star or more than one

Heliacal Setting Star. These stars, and their meanings, are guiding principles in your life.

Your Heliacal Rising Star is:

x Alkes - The Crater or the Cup
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To be the living vessel of a sacred body of knowledge or philosophy

This is the star that has been walking the path of the underworld and has now emerged to be visible in the

world of humans. This star, the Heliacal Rising Star, is the star that you were born under and it will bear

gifts to you from the land of your past, your family and your genetics. It is your gift, the jewel or the

treasure, which your ancestors handed you at your birth. This star is a theme in your life; helps to build

your philosophies, and can at times take on a vocational pulse.

With Alkes in such an important position on the day of your birth, your life will be dedicated to carrying

something precious for others, be it your ideas, your creativity, or your very genetics. This is a gentle star.

It is linked to a spiritual, mystical and prophetic nature, and you feel you are a person who carries a gift

for others. A spiritual message, or the gift of an idea or an invention.

Your Heliacal Setting Star is:

To stand firm for your beliefs and principles

This is the star that has been living amongst the immortals of the pole, and has now, at the time of your

birth, returned to earth. This star is known as the Heliacal Setting Star and is a gift or treasure given to

you from your spirit, from your immortal soul, from your daemon.  This star represents goals that you

reach for; vocations that motivate you, and the spiritual pathways that you seek. This star represents your

doorway to the immortals, or your journey towards a fulfilled life. That which gives you the greatest

happiness.

This star is the saddle of Pegasus and represents great solidness and reliability, a point of steadiness or the

power to maintain stability under pressure. This could be a beneficial contact, giving you leadership skills

and the ability to handle crises; or it could twist the other way, and manifest as a certain stubbornness and

a refusal to move or consider other options. If Markab is placed in your chart you have as a resource the

power to maintain stability under pressure. To be solid and tangible. This may act as a restricting force on

you, or be a great asset. With Markab in such an important position on the day of your birth, you will

believe in the benefits of being solid and reliable. This will be lesson that you learn early in life and will

become the guiding principle of your daily life.

P Markab - The Saddle of Pegasus

Stars that were on the Angles at the moment of your birth...

At the moment you were born the following star or stars were on your Cross of Matter. This is the cross

made up of your Ascendant/Descendant axis and your MC/IC axis. Known also as the angles of a chart,

these four points are your connection between the spiritual, or cosmic, world and the physical world in

which you live. A star on one of the angles acts like a filter or lens between the world of your spirit and

the material world, the world of form, shape and expression. Such a star will have a strong influence on

your lifestyle, and the daily unfolding of your physical, emotional, and financial life.
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To be wounded by words, contracts or your beliefs

This star carries both the concept of the Proudly Marching One and the tradition of the god with the

wounded heel. The heel is the place where immortality, or the boundlessness of creative energy, is forced

to deal with the practical world, and the angles of your chart are the lenses or anchor points of the

practical world. Therefore, this position of Alhena in your chart stresses the struggle of the creative

mission; the idea-driven person being forced by life circumstances to deal with practical concerns. As a

result there will be difficulties with legal agreements of any nature, or perhaps court proceedings at

different times of your life. The symbolism of the wounded heel will also tend to express itself either in

physical injuries or emotional losses. Alhena on your chart's angles gives you a creative drive, but then

binds it into the practical, earthy world, where it struggles to function. Put extra effort into the practical

side of life as this is your 'wounded heel'.

$ Alhena - The Wounded Heel, or the One Who Marches

The soldier, athlete, or the aggressor; or alternatively, the wounded

Facies, a nebula in the face of the archer, is the penetrating stare of a lethal weapon. It is one of the most

difficult and possibly most violent bodies in the heavens. It gives a penetration of action that has no

regard for others and can, therefore, make a great leader or a dictator. The other side of Facies is the

individual who may be the victim of the archer's stare. Facies can be cruel and ruthless and its darkest

shadow is the evil of war. But it also represents very strong focus which, if balanced, can make for a

highly achieving if not so diplomatic person. With Facies on the angles at the moment of your birth, then

these issues of aggression and at times even ruthlessness will be a theme of your life. You may be a victim

of aggression or, on a more positive note, you may use this combination to seek a lifestyle full of

constructive aggression, as in the occupation of a rescue worker, or in your hobbies, in sport or athletics.

Yours is not the quiet, passive life, so take control of this dynamic energy or it can be directed against

you.

9 Facies - The Face of the Archer

Stars that are linked to your planets...
Stars form links or parans to your planets, via the angles of your chart. If a planet is at a key point of its

daily movement, either Rising, Setting, Culminating or At the Bottom of the Sky, and at the same time a

star is also at one of these key points in its daily movement, then the star is in paran to that planet. The

angle that the star occupies also tells us the period of your life when the mythology of the star will be

expressed. If the star is rising then it affects your youth, if culminating then the prime of your life, if

setting the latter years, and if lower the star is a foundation, or summary statement concerning your life.

Only the visible planets are used in this report, as the outer planets are generational and do not have

meaning at a personal level.

Some Stars are at a Phase of Curtailed Passage 
Some of the stars that are in paran to your natal planets are in a stage of their cycle known as Curtailed
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Passage. These stars were visible in the night sky at sunset, and were still visible in the night sky at

sunrise. These stars have therefore lost contact with the earth, as they are not seen to touch the horizon

during the course of the night and are thought to be walking with the immortals, and are not open to the

prayers of humans. In this situation the stars seem to express themselves in a more fated manner, and you

will find it more difficult to deal with, or embrace, the themes of these stars in your life. Therefore, in this

report, any star that is of Curtailed Passage should be read with these emphases in mind.

Stars of Your Youth
All of these stars are rising as they form a paran to a planet. Therefore, all of these stars will express

themselves in your childhood and young adulthood. Simply put, these stars influence the first third of your

life. With these stars shaping your childhood, they will have an impact on your parents, schooling and

social skills, and in that manner can have a large impact on your whole life. These stars are:

EAltair - The Eagle, with Sunë in Youth

A bold and determined individual

With Altair in paran with your Sun you are filled with the boldness of the eagle. You define yourself as

quick to act, quick to become motivated or angry, and keen to run your life in an independent manner. If

Altair was active in your youth then you would have seen your father-figure as a brave person willing to

take risks and seek his own goals. This father-figure may also have had a miltary background or a miltary

mind. If, however, Altair is active in your adult years, then you define yourself in this manner, or seek to

be associated with those who are brave and risk-taking, phycially or mentally.

0Deneb Algedi - The Ancient Law Giver, with Venusî in Youth

A sombre attitude to the conventions of art, or the social customs of relationships

Deneb Algedi in paran to your Venus will influence your appreciation of the arts and the form of your

recreation. Deneb Algedi is the ancient law-giver and adds weight and seriousness to every planet it

touches. In paran with your Venus it will draw you to the more serious side of the arts, that is to say the

more classical, or more established, artistic expressions. This could show itself simply in the type of

music you like, or in the type of novel, book or film to which you are drawn.

?Procyon - The One that Comes Before, with Mooní in Youth

Changes in one’s passions, shifts in likes and dislikes

With Procyon in paran with your Moon then the ephemeral talents of this star are focused into the caring,

compassion and emotional areas of your life. Procyon comes before The Shining One, Sirius, and so can

indicate a quick rise but with no real substance. For Procyon is like fireworks - wonderful to watch; taking

centre stage, but quickly fading. Nonetheless, this star can teach you the value of diversification in your

life. If it is active in your youth, then your mother-figure will be a person with past glories or past fame.

Or you may have had a variety of mother-figures, or homes, or places where your family lived. If active in

your adult years then you can become emotionally involved with an idea, but soon find yourself moving

on to other exciting concepts. The difficult side of this stellar combination is that if there is not enough

variety in your hobbies and interests, then the shifting nature of this star can be expressed in your
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emotional relationships, where you will find it difficult to maintain long term friendships or relationships.

hRas Algethi - The Natural Order, with Mercuryì in Youth

Inquisitive about the nature of objects, people, or the laws of creation

Ras Algethi seeks the natural or correct balance of life, nature, and soul. This star is part of Hercules, and

is symbolic of the older meaning of this constellation, which was to give homage to the natural order of

the world. So, with Ras Algethi in paran with your Mercury, this desire for balance and seeking of natural

truths influences what interests you, how you learn and how you will conduct business. Your interests

could vary from anthropological subjects to the laws of physics. For all things in the natural world

whether seen from a social, scientific, or spiritual prespective, come under the umbrella of this stellar

combination.

Stars of Your Prime
All of these stars are culminating as they form a paran to a planet. These stars will be influencing you in

your adulthood, or the second third of your life. These stars will therefore have an impact on your career,

adult relationships, children and financial prosperity. In addition, some of these stars will be doubly

emphasised as they will not only be present and active in the prime of your life but will be shown, later in

this report, to be coming from a deeper source, coming from the foundation stones of your being.  These

stars are discussed here, as it is in this period of your life that you first encounter their impact they will,

however, simply grow stronger as your life unfolds. The stars that are active in the prime of your life are:

3Castor - One of the Twins of Gemini, with Sunë in Prime

A person of words, a person who writes

This star is one of twins, its brother being Pollux. These two stars are the classic twins of the heavens and

represent the essence of the universal struggle with polarity. Castor and Pollux seem, because of the

constant challenge of struggling with polarities, to produce writers. Castor and Pollux are probably not

about writing per se, but speak rather of the successful story-teller who has a knowledge of mixing good

and evil, over-lapping them with each other until both are changed and both are whole. With Castor as the

active star, then you will seek the bright side of the story or situation. You are aware of the polarity but

lean towards the positive pole. You are able to explore ideas and express yourself without the constant

need to examine or take into account the shadowy side of the issue. With Castor in paran with your Sun

you are seen as a person who is a seeker of truth, a person who uses knowledge and learning to identify

themselves in the world. If Castor was active in your childhood then your father-figure has been an

educated person who encouraged you to read and learn. If active in your adult years then your personal

identity is linked to learning and the exploration of knowledge, and even to writing. To you this journey is

one of joy in your own personal creative expression - in writing, story telling, song or the arts, all or some

of which will flow easily for you.
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AMirach - The Receptive Feminine, with Mooní in Prime

The peace-seeking artist, or a reflective, self absorbed individual

That the time of your birth, and for this latitude, this star is in the phase of

Curtailed Passage and is therefore to be read more in the extremes of its

meaning, rather than a more balanced expression.  Refer to the beginning of this

report to refresh yourself with the meaning of such a star phase.

Curtailed Passage

When the Moon is involved with a star, it adds to the star the qualities of caring, compassion and

empathy. In your chart these lunar themes are linked to Mirach, which carries the symbolism of

Andromeda, connected to concepts of the young fertile virgin: receptive, intuitive, artistic, and

appreciating beauty and harmony. If active in your youth, these themes would have described your

mother-figure. From her you will have learned the joy of beauty, and art, or simply the joy of rapport and

ease with those around you. If active in your adult years, this star will influence your emotional needs.

You will be a person who seeks, or hopes for, balance. To achieve this in your own life you may devote

yourself to music, colour, or some other artistic expression. Or you may simply find that you are very

good at putting people at their ease, making people feel relaxed. The only shadow side to this stellar

combination is that you can be emotionally distressed by ugliness or coarseness.

?Procyon - The One that Comes Before, with Sunë in Prime

Exceptionally skilled, but needing to diversify this talent

With Procyon in paran with your Sun you are seen as a person who can make the most of your

opportunities or, in contrast, a person who lives in their past glory. For Procyon comes before The Shining

One, Sirius, and so can indicate a quick rise but with no real substance. For Procyon is like fireworks -

wonderful to watch, takes centre stage, but quickly fades. Nonetheless, this star can teach you the value of

diversification in your life. If this star is active in your youth, your father-figure could have been a person

who lived in the glory of his youth or, more constructively, learned to use this star to diversify, moving

easily from one subject, or place, to another. Hopefully, from your father-figure's example, you have

learned that life and success comes to you by diversification and movement. If this star is active in your

adult years, then you can be very physically talented or skilled, but these skills are not the sort that will

endure thoughout your entire life, so be aware of the wisdom of diversifying your interests and activities.

&Vindemiatrix - The Gatherer, with Sunë in Prime

The one who gathers information, things or people

This influence of this star comes from your foundations, the roots of the tree of your life, your family

history. In this period of your life you start to experience its energy in your social and professional world,

but it grows stronger as you grow older until it eventually adds to the overall meaning of your life.

With Vindemiatrix in paran with your Sun you are a person who gathers information or people, and seeks

ways to place them into a new order or structure. For the name Vindemiatrix means Grape-Gatherer, for it

was said to be the heliacal rising star that indicated the harvesting of the grapes. And even when

precession removed Vindemiatrix from this important calendar date, the Greeks and Romans maintained

her identity as the Grape Picker. Vindemiatrix, connected with the time of harvest, thus implies a time of
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action; a time to pick what one has sown. It marks you as a collector, or gatherer of people, ideas or

information; but also a person who is patient and will wait for the correct time to harvest. In paran with

your Sun, you may have seen your father-figure in this way; if active in your adult years, then you will

gather, harvest and collect in order to create. Along with this desire to collect comes also patience, and an

understanding that some ideas are best gathered only after they have had a chance to grow. This skill

could make you a good trader on the stock markets, or a good coach of a team. Knowing when to reap and

when to sow is a very valuable skill.

7Zuben Elgenubi - The Southern Pan of the Scale, with Jupiterñ in Prime

A humanitarian who looks for the big solution

This influence of this star comes from your foundations, the roots of the tree of your life, your family

history. In this period of your life you start to experience its energy in your social and professional world,

but it grows stronger as you grow older until it eventually adds to the overall meaning of your life.

With Zuben Elgenubi in paran with your Jupiter, you are a humanitarian who wants to help others through

the giving of aid, through exploration of ways of healing, or through education. For this star is one of a

pair of stars, its twin being Zuben Eschamali, with each star representing one of the pans of the scale of

Libra. The word zuben means claw, as the pans of Libra were originally the claws of Scorpio. Both of

these stars have a common theme, with Zuben Elgenubi showing us the light, brighter side. Strongly

involved in social reform or social justice, this star has higher ideals than its northern partner, for its prime

motive is not personal gain but rather to benefit the group. This star is involved with reform, and will

resist the temptation for personal gain or power. Its presence in your chart will involve you in groups

whether they are concerned with national reform, politics and the law, or are simply hobby or social

groups. With Zuben Elgenubi in paran with your Jupiter, you want to improve a situation by increasing

the general knowledge about the subject, or by giving aid in some way. It is the stellar combination of the

humanitarian, and from it you can gain great joy for yourself and bring help in some manner to others.

7Zuben Elgenubi - The Southern Pan of the Scale, with Saturnó in Prime

A designer, a person who lays down parameters, or sets standards, for others

This influence of this star comes from your foundations, the roots of the tree of your life, your family

history. In this period of your life you start to experience its energy in your social and professional world,

but it grows stronger as you grow older until it eventually adds to the overall meaning of your life.

With Zuben Elgenubi in paran with your Saturn, you create, originate and design. These creative acts are

not just for your own expression but represent, or endeavour to represent, the needs of others. For this star

is one of a pair of stars, its twin being Zuben Eschamali, with each star representing one of the pans of the

scale of Libra. The word zuben means claw, as the pans of Libra were originally the claws of Scorpio.

Both of these stars have a common theme, with Zuben Elgenubi showing us the light, brighter side.

Strongly involved in social reform or social justice, this star has higher ideals than its northern partner, for

its prime motive is not personal gain but rather to benefit the group. This star is involved with reform, and

will resist the temptation for personal gain or power. Linked with Saturn, this desire to help is put into

concrete form. So there is an ability to lay down a path for others to follow, or to set standards by which

others can measure themselves. You are a designer, in practical objects or new ideas.
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Stars of Your Latter Years
All of these stars are setting as they form a paran to a planet. These stars will be influencing you in your

later years or the last third of your life. They will be influential in the nature of your reputation, the

manner in which you retire, and the autumn of your life, its joys or its sorrows. These stars are:

@Alcyone - The Pleiades, The Third Eye, with Marsï in Latter Years

The critic, the commentator on social ills

This star seeks the inner eye, the third eye. There is a very strong desire to seek inner knowledge. Alcyone

is also linked to the Fates and the judgement of the dead. This can manifest in an individual's life as

ruthlessness when dealing with those who have not met certain standards. Thus Alcyone is a strong,

powerful star indicating visions and mystical abilities, but also a potential for ruthlessness or judgemental

anger. With Alcyone in paran to your Mars, your actions and what motivates you will be driven by the

social ills or imbalances in the world around you. In your early years this star's expression may have

shown in your own suffering at the hands of others, or being very angry at things that you could not

change. However, if Alcyone is active in your adult years, then you will be motivated to be involved with

social issues, not in a passive way, but really wanting to take physical action in order to try to make a

difference. Yet Alcyone also contains rash or harsh action, and you will need to guard against others

taking harsh action against you, or indeed urges in yourself to take action against others.

3Castor - One of the Twins of Gemini, with Venusî in Latter Years

Socially skilled, charming, and even artistic

This star is one of twins, its brother being Pollux. These two stars are the classic twins of the heavens and

represent the essence of the universal struggle with polarity. Castor and Pollux seem, because of the

constant challenge of struggling with polarities, to produce writers. Castor and Pollux are probably not

about writing per se, but speak rather of the successful story-teller who has a knowledge of mixing good

and evil, over-lapping them with each other until both are changed and both are whole. With Castor as the

active star, then you will seek the bright side of the story or situation. You are aware of the polarity but

lean towards the positive pole. You are able to explore ideas and express yourself without the constant

need to examine or take into account the shadowy side of the issue. Castor in paran to your Venus

indicates a certain natural charm, linked with good social skills in small talk and putting others at their

ease. For some this stellar combination will also lead into song writing or poetry; but not with the hard

edge of social comment, rather the more romantic universal themes. Castor in paran with Venus will seek

nice or pleasant encounters, not for any goal-oriented purpose, but simply for the pleasure that they bring.

This is a person who can use charm as a tool.

*Zuben Eschamali - The Northern Pan of the Scale, with Mooní in Latter Years

To feel responsible for social, or ecological, problems

With Zuben Eschamali in paran with your Moon, you feel a deep responsibility towards the social ills of

your community. The term "Think globally but act locally" is very fitting for this stellar combination. For

this star is one of a pair of stars, its twin being Zuben Elgenubi, with each star representing one of the

pans of the scale of Libra. Both these stars have a common theme, with Zuben Eschamali showing the
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more shadowy side of the concept. This theme is to be strongly involved in social reform, or social

justice, with this star expressing itself in a more direct, and sometimes more self-interested, way than its

southern twin. Zuben Eschamali can be very effective in the community, but you will have a strong

motive of personal gain, or power. The local councillor who seeks to help his or her community, but also

wants the status of being on the council, is a positive example of Zuben Eschamali,. However, if you

desired the position in the community in order to act in a corrupt way, this is the negative expression of

the star. With this star linked to your Moon, you may have seen your mother-figure in this light, either

manipulating others for her personal gain, or a person who deeply felt the impact of her actions and her

life on the community. In your adult life, this stellar combination will influence your career, or standing in

the community, as you feel strongly about certain social, or environmental, issues.

The Hearthstone of Your Life
All of these stars are on the Nadir, the bottom of the sky, as they form a paran to a planet. These stars will

express themselves,  firstly, as the foundation of your life, the roots from which you grow, and secondly,

as the summation of your life. These stars can be considered your hearthstone; they are there from the

beginning, influencing you from behind the scenes, but only really become visible in your life as you grow

old. Some of these stars would have first expressed themselves in the prime of your life and were

discussed in that section. These hearthstone stars are:

@Alcyone - The Pleiades, The Third Eye, with Mooní in Foundation

Insightful into the darker side of life

This star seeks the inner eye, the third eye. There is a very strong desire to seek inner knowledge. Alcyone

is also linked to the Fates and the judgement of the dead. This can manifest in an individual's life as

ruthlessness when dealing with those who have not met certain standards. Thus Alcyone is a strong,

powerful star indicating visions and mystical abilities, but also a potential for ruthlessness or judgemental

anger. When the Moon is involved with a star, it adds to the star the qualities of caring, compassion and

empathy. On a professional level, it will be involved with children, women's issues, health and welfare.

On a personal level, it will colour your feelings and emotional well-being. Alcyone linked with your

Moon in your childhood places all this mystical, insightful, but at times narrow-minded or judgemental,

energy on your carers; the people who raised you. This could have a wide range of expressions, from a

household of mystics to a household of bigots, with every shade in-between. At best it gives a strong

insightful mother-figure who teaches you that there is more to this world than only what can be weighed

and measured. In your adult years, this star will influence the way you love others or care for others. You

will from time to time experience very strong emotions around people or places, and these emotions, if

not understood, can lead you to paranoia or rash judgements. This is a gift of insight and mysticism, but it

will lead you to encounter both the best and the worst in human nature.

3Castor - One of the Twins of Gemini, with Saturnó in Foundation

The Map Maker, a person who gives shape to intellectual concepts

This star is one of twins, its brother being Pollux. These two stars are the classic twins of the heavens and

represent the essence of the universal struggle with polarity. Castor and Pollux seem, because of the

constant challenge of struggling with polarities, to produce writers. Castor and Pollux are probably not

about writing per se, but speak rather of the successful story-teller who has a knowledge of mixing good
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and evil, over-lapping them with each other until both are changed and both are whole. With Castor as the

active star, then you will seek the bright side of the story or situation. You are aware of the polarity but

lean towards the positive pole. You are able to explore ideas and express yourself without the constant

need to examine or take into account the shadowy side of the issue. Saturn in paran with stars is always

about taking a concept and putting it into a tangible, touchable, seeable form. To create a body of work.

Saturn in paran with Castor thus indicates that you have a desire to take an intellectual concept, an idea or

a problem, and not only solve it but display this solution as an ongoing part of what you are doing with

your life. You are a map maker, laying a foundation so that others can follow. This may be expressed in

your career or simply in your hobbies.

<Diadem - The Woman's Crown, with Mooní in Foundation

To show devotion to a cause, or group

The star takes its name from the word diadem, a symbol of royalty worn on the head or a small crown.

Diadem seems to be about feminine strength. This star does not seek glory or personal fame. It belongs to

the quiet workers, the people who slave for years helping or working for the benefit of a group but never

seeking personal recognition or fame. And at times the sacrifice it asks may seem beyond the person's

ability to give. With Diadem in paran with your Moon there will be a cause or a person to which you are

devoted. If active in your childhood, then your mother-figure was a person who would willingly sacrifice

herself for the well-being of others. Her devotion could have been to other family members, or other

people in her world. If, however, Diadem is active in your adult years, then you will become devoted to a

cause, or a person. This devotion could be spiritual or artistic, or simply but no less importantly, the

devotion to a loved one, and a willingness to give of yourself and your time to the needs of the other.

&Vindemiatrix - The Gatherer, with Sunë in Foundation

The one who gathers information, things or people

This star expresses itself in the prime of your life but continues to grow in strength as you age. Eventually

it becomes one of the main defining features of your life. For more details on the meaning of this stellar

combination,  look again at the stars of your prime.

7Zuben Elgenubi - The Southern Pan of the Scale, with Jupiterñ in Foundation

A humanitarian who looks for the big solution

This star expresses itself in the prime of your life but continues to grow in strength as you age. Eventually

it becomes one of the main defining features of your life. For more details on the meaning of this stellar

combination,  look again at the stars of your prime.

7Zuben Elgenubi - The Southern Pan of the Scale, with Saturnó in Foundation

A designer, a person who lays down parameters, or sets standards, for others

This star expresses itself in the prime of your life but continues to grow in strength as you age. Eventually

it becomes one of the main defining features of your life. For more details on the meaning of this stellar

combination,  look again at the stars of your prime.
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